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Playground Beads
Delightful discs and bubble beads in bold, beautiful colors!

KERRY BOGERT
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Disc beads are a blast to make. Each one is a wonderful opportunity to express

the playful nature of glass. I love using bright contrasting colors, loads of trans-

parent layers and raised details for texture. On their own, disc

beads can shine… group them together and you have one

show stopping group of beads!

Learn to make the Playground Bracelet on page 28 of the

November–December 2007 issue of Step by Step
Beads.

WHAT YOU NEED

• Glass rods in assorted colors

• 3/32 and 1/8 mandrels prepped with
bead release

• Glass tweezers

• Glass nippers

• Masher tweezers (optional)

• Diamond tip bead reamer (optional)

• Didymium glasses

• Lampworking torch

• Annealing kiln
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Pulling twisties  

1 Before diving into making discs, you need to pull some
stringers and twisties that will be used in the bead construction.
They take practice but are easy once you get the feel for it. Begin
by warming the ends of 2 glass rods of contrasting colors. Once
each comes to a warm glow, overlap the ends of rods making 1
long continuous rod.

2 Continue heating the overlapping area of glass until rods
are fused and there is an even red glow. Slowly start to twist the
rods together turning each rod in opposite directions.

3 After you have started the twist, take the rods out of the
flame. Continue to twist and slowly pull the rods away from each
other. Your twistie should end up about 8–10" long.

4 The ends of the glass rods and the twistie will be hot for sev-
eral minutes after pulling. Place the twistie on a heatproof work
surface and allow to cool. Once cool, use glass nippers to cut the
twistie from the rods.

5 Pull several twisties in assorted colors. Some of my favorite
twistie color combinations are dark red and turquoise, transpar-
ent green and grass
green, coral and dark
red, black and white,
and yellow and
turquoise. 

Building a disc

In my finished bracelet design, there are 3 types of discs.
The following steps build on each other to create the 3 var-
ious designs. Although you can make disks any size, mine
are slightly smaller then a quarter in this design. I tend to
make my discs 3 layers and I like to mix transparent and
opaque glass to give the discs more visual interest. Note:
Your kiln should be preheated to 968°F.

Basic discs

6 First is a basic disc. To create this disc, begin by heating the
tip of a rod of glass to molten. Touch the hot tip of the glass rod to
your mandrel and spin the mandrel away from you. Turn slowly,
keeping the mandrel under the flame and the glass rod in the heat
of the flame. As you spin your mandrel, you will start to see the
glass winding and building up layers of glass. When the disc is
approximately the size of a dime, flame cut the glass rod from the
bead. Warm the bead to a red glow in the torch flame, then place
in your preheated kiln. These make great fillers in your finished
bracelet design. Make several in assorted colors.

CCaauuttiioonn:: Do NOT heat until
molten! The disc will melt in on
itself and lose its shape. For con-
sistently sized layered discs, count
how many times you spin your
mandrel a full turn. 

Tip: If you have trouble with your discs moving side to side, use
masher tweezers to straighten them out.

Layered discs

7 The next style disc builds upon the previously discussed
basic disc design. Once you have the dime-sized disc, slowly
bring the layers past the red glow to a slightly molten state.
When you see the layers start to melt into each other, quickly
cool the bead in the back of the flame.

8.Your disc should now be much smaller but still have a thin
profile. You are ready to add the next layer of glass. Heat the tip
of your next color to molten, touch it to the disc and spin your
mandrel away from you. Flame cut after 2 full wraps. TTiipp:: It is
important in this step that the base disc be warm but not
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molten. If it is, when adding the new
layers of glass, the disc will pull out
of shape.

9.Bring the new layer of glass to
a slightly molten state so that it
begins to melt into the previous layer. Once you see the layers
merging, quickly cool the bead in the back of the flame.

J For the final layer, add 1 of the
hand-pulled twisties. Again, you
want the base bead that is now 2
layers, to be warm but not molten.
In the side of the flame, begin to
heat the tip of your twistie to a slight glow. Touch it to the base
disc and spin the mandrel away from you. When you start to
near the place where your twistie began, allow the beginning and
end to slightly overlap, then flame cut the twistie from the bead. 
Note: You aren't pulling the glass out of the twistie, rather, it
should feel like you are laying the twistie onto the base disk.

K Warm the bead in the flame
until it has a soft red glow. Flame
anneal and place the finished
bead into the preheated kiln. 
TTiipp:: Another fun way to embellish
discs is to use stringers to add
dots in different patterns on top of
or in place of the twistie layer.

Striped discs

L To make striped discs, start by building the first layer of a
basic disc (Step 6). Use one of your pre-pulled stringers to place
dots equally spaced around the disc.

M This is the tricky part, you want to
heat the disc enough to melt the dots
into the base, but not so much that the
bead becomes molten and loses its
shape.

N Add 2 wraps of clear glass as you
would a second layer as in Step 8.
Remember, you want to heat the layers
enough that they melt into each other,
but not enough to become molten.
Flame anneal the disc and place it in the
kiln.

project playground bracelet

O My finished bracelet design
has some extra beads that mix in
with the discs, I call them "bubble"
beads and they are wound on 1/8th
mandrels. They are very easy to
make! Start by making a small
round bead. Add very large dot of
glass to the round bead. It won't look like a dot at first, it will look
more like a large tentacle on the bead.

P Heat just the dot of glass until molten. Balance it in the
flame until it becomes round and looks like a giant dot on the
bead. Flame anneal the bubble bead
and place in the kiln. 

Q Annealing schedules for kilns
vary depending on the size of your
beads and the type of glass you are
using. My kiln is set to hold 968°F for
1 hour after I finish making beads. It then cools 100°F per hour
until 550°F. Once it reaches 550°F, the kiln shuts off and from
there cools to room temperature on its own. It should not be
opened until it reaches room temperature! No peeking!!

R Once the kiln has cooled, the beads can be removed from
the mandrels and cleaned. I soak my beads in water and clean
the bead holes with a Dremel tool fitted with a diamond bit. The
bead and Dremel bit should be kept wet so as not to create heat
that can crack the beads.

KERRY BOGERT is a lampwork bead artist and
jewelry designer. She is also a former graphic
designer turned stay-at-home mom of three
wild and woolly kids. Most known for her
diverse style, Kerry's designs range from
sleek, simple creations to over-the-top play-
ful pieces that grab attention. To find out

more about her unique beads and jewelry, visit www.kabscon
cepts.com or send an e-mail to kabs_concepts@yahoo.com.

http://www.interweave.com/go/bdbw

